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Expert Maintenance
Reporting
EMR is a proactive service available on Ecreso FM Transmitters. It sends the user
regular reports on the status of key parameters such as temperatures, currents
and voltages, plus information on the performance and lifespan of components
such as the fan and power supply of the transmitter. Thanks to a powerful
firewall-friendly web protocol, EMR works securely over a regular Internet connection
(ADSL, 3G, ...) even when the connection bandwidth is limited.
The system works through a data Cloud entirely managed and secured by dedicated
WorldCast Systems’ IT experts. Once access to the service is granted, the user can enable
the EMR service on Ecreso transmitters within seconds with an authorized account ID.
From then on, the transmitters will automatically push reports to the EMR Cloud for
centralization, in-depth processing and automatic notification.
With detailed logging and trend analysis, Expert Maintenance Reporting can identify
slow-burning problems and issue warnings well in advance to allow for corrective action
to be taken. All the information such as a map-based display of current statuses and
detailed, user-friendly reports and graphs is available at any time in the EMR user page.
With proactivity as a key focus, EMR users will receive automatic reports to inform them
about potential issues even before they happen!
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With Expert Maintenance Reporting, we at Ecreso are
delivering yet another layer of protection and reliability
to those working in mission-critical FM transmission.
The need for proactivity is paramount but engineers
often don’t have the time to conduct regular checks and
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audits of their system. This service is perfect because it
supplies you with all the information you need to plan
for maintenance and optimization in a regular report
without occupying any of your time.
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Every customer who purchases a compact FM Transmitter
receives the EMR service free of charge for 6 months!
(Internet connection required).
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